Desired Logistics Capabilities

USEUCOM J4 said…

1. Sustainment to CENTCOM (GREEN)
2. GWOT Support (GREEN)
3. NATO and Multinational Partner Support (GREEN)
4. Transformation (GREEN)
5. Formation of the theater DDOC (GREEN)

USFK J4 said…

1. Connect Logisticians with end-to-end visibility (AMBER)
2. Enhance and Exploit Combined/Joint Capabilities (AMBER)
3. Expand Sources of supply and Integrate supply chain (RED)
4. Expand In-theater Distribution and retrograde system (AMBER)
5. Improve protection to logisticians, enable counterattack (RED)
Desired Logistics Capabilities

Erb says…

1. Sustainment to CENTCOM (GREEN)
2. GWOT Support /homeland defense (AMBER)
3. Transformation (AMBER)

4. Enablement of Joint Theater Logistics (AMBER)
5. Integration with Interagency and Coalition (RED)
Most Important Actions where DoD Can Help

USEUCOM J4 said…

1. HSV/TSV
2. Support for Prepo Stocks
3. Service Buy-in for Transformation
4. Non-lethal Weapons
5. Commonality of Base Camps

Erb says…

1. PROCESSES, PROCESSES, PROCESSES for CoCOMs
2. Define requirements sufficiently for industry
3. Get ON with Net Centricity (and off of PowerPoint)
4. Work the interagency/multinational piece
5. Make sure policy is focused on warfighters
Most Important Actions where INDUSTRY Can Help

USEUCOM J4 said…

1. Develop capability to mitigate shortages of low density, high demand items that are crucial during war.

2. Share civilian technological advances that enhance warfighter capabilities

3. Increase the logistics contracting base to improve opportunities and competition

Erb says…

1. Stop waiting for us – come in with an integrated plan

2. Help sell good ideas with multinational partners and other US government agencies

3. Reduce Logistics Footprint, don’t enhance it
USFK said…

“Little utility in defining requirements according to Private vs. Public sector – any attack on the desired capabilities must be cooperative between military and industry – neither can hope of success without the other.”